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The Dublin streets were terrible. They had a sort of
muddled desperate look, rather like but infinitely more
tragic than the look one used to see in London on an
air-raid night, just after the warning was given. As if
everybody, even the very houses, were crouching down,
hiding from something.
Oddly enough, we chanced on the same car that had
driven us from the station earlier in the day. But the
car driver was transfigured when he heard the address
to which we were going.
All his surliness and suspicion vanished in a moment,
and as we got down at the gate of Mount joy, he turned
on us with a beaming smile. " It's little I thought this
morning when I drove you from the boat, it was to the
prison I'd be taking you ! "
From his manner you would have thought (as doubt-
less he did) that the dingy prison gate was the entrance
to some very select Paradise, sacred to the greater
Saints and the more exalted Archangels.
Prisons are all the same, built after the same dreary
pattern. Very imposing and grand on the outside, they
gradually get squalider and squalider the farther you
get into them. We were let in through a little postern
door in the main gate by a long-suffering porter who
spends the livelong day opening and locking the gate.
He does not guard the prisoners, but he is like a
sentinel in a besieged city, opening the door for a
moment to let in a cart of supplies and shutting it again
hastily in the face of the enemy. For to all that live in
that gloomy place, our free and kindly human life is
the enemy to be shut out at all costs—except the
prisoners, and sometimes one thinks that the only
people in a prison whose point of view has not become
wholly perverted and insane are the prisoners. For
they have no " duty " to prevent their being kind and
loving to their neighbours.

